LANDFILL DISCUSSION

• September 28, 2021
1. **Well 53-91’ @ 134 degrees, 9-15-21**
2. **Well 54-91’ @ 134 degrees, 9-16-21**
3. **Well 59-72’ @ 144 degrees, 9-17-21**
4. **Well 57-103’ @ 133 degrees, 9-20-21**
5. **Well 51-114’ @ 114 degrees, 9-21-21**
6. **Well 52-108’ @ 146 degrees, 9-22-21**
7. **Well 50-92’ @ 133 degrees, 9-24-21**
8. **Well 56-109’ @ 122 degrees, 9-24-21**
9. **Well 58- at 90’ @ 144 degrees, 9-27-21**

~Well 55- Drilling stopped at 60’ @ 147 degrees, 9-28-21, Drill rig down for day
10. Well 55- To be completed 9-29-21
11. Well 60- Planned 9-30-21
12. Well 61- Planned 10-1-21
13. Well 49- Planned 10-2-21
14. Well 65- Planned 10-4-21
15. Well NEW WELL?- Planned 10-5-21
16. Well 64- Planned 10-6-21
17. Well 63- Planned 10-7-21
18. Well 62-Planned 10-8-21
ITEMS NECESSARY FOR LANDFILL BEFORE A CLOSURE CAN OCCUR

1. **Gas Well Installation** – October 15, 2021
2. **Odor Mitigation Pilot Program Installation** – September 30, 2021
3. **Connection of New Gas Wells to LFG Collection System** – December 31, 2021
4. **Inspection and Repair of Wet Wells** – Fall/Winter 2021-2022
   a. **New pumps**
   b. **Potential Repair of Weir Wall**
5. **Liner Installation** – July 2022
6. **Closure of SE Chimney** – Unknown at this time
7. **Construction and Installation of 1-million-gallon wastewater storage tank** – June 2024
8. **Installation of air stripper and other remediation tools to extract benzene** – June 2024

This is not a closure plan presentation. This is a discussion about potential issues associated with closing the landfill before it was designed to be closed. All dates are tentative and subject to change based upon external factors.
1. ***Closure Issues Presentation to Council – October 12, 2021
2. Council and Engineers Continue to Consider Issues to Determine Potential for Closure – October – June 2022
3. Council Agrees to Submit Closure Plan for Landfill to DEQ – June 2022
4. Engineers Begin Design Phase of Closure Plan – July 2022
5. Engineers Complete Design Phase of Closure Plan – December 2023
7. DEQ Approves or Denies Closure Plan – January 2026
8. If DEQ Approves Plan, City Begins Closure Process – February 2026
9. Completion of Closure – June 2027

*** This is not a closure plan presentation. This is a discussion about potential issues associated with closing the landfill before it was designed to be closed. All dates are tentative and subject to change based upon external factors.